Exudate monitoring in traumatic wounds

The successful treatment of traumatic wounds is probably the most challenging problem in surgery today. Traumatic wounds that are not amenable to surgical closure may heal by secondary intention, but often, signs of progress are made subjectively. The aim of this article was to determine whether new wound monitoring devices will provide the clinician with more information about the wound on which to base their clinical decision-making. New approaches to both elevated protease activity (WOUNDCHEK™ Protease Status; Systagenix) and moisture control (WoundSense™; Ohmedics Ltd) are discussed here, designed to provide easy-to-interpret, rapid, point-of-care results that will aid treatment decisions in complex wounds. These new wound monitoring devices should better inform clinicians on identifying those complex wounds with a high probability of nonhealing and, therefore, aid in the treatment of such wounds.

Wounds, whether acute or chronic, are at best unpleasant and, at worst, dangerous. As the skin is a physical and an immunological barrier to infection, any defect in the skin may enable bacterial invasion.

Dressing changes, even those that incorporate the most patient-friendly dressings, can be tedious and time-consuming for patients, as well as reducing their quality of life. Dressing changes are also a major financial burden to society. Therefore, clinicians strive to achieve wound closure if at all possible, as well as preventing wounds from growing larger.

Traditionally, even amenable wounds only undergo surgical closure when clinicians deem them ready. The decision about whether or not to close the wound is usually highly subjective and mostly dependent upon the appearance of the wound, with little objective data available to help inform the decision.

This decision can prove to be the wrong one in two ways. Firstly, people with wounds that are amenable to closure may have had their operation delayed unnecessarily due to the clinician’s reluctance to close the wound “too soon”, in case the patient subsequently experiences problems. Secondly, attempts at surgical closure may be carried out when conditions are not, in fact, right. Typically, this will lead to wound closure failure, either through dehiscence or loss of skin grafting.

Wounds that are not considered amenable to surgical closure often have dressings repeatedly applied in the hope that the wounds will heal themselves by secondary intention. Signs of progress in this regard are again mostly subjective, relying on the individual clinician noticing whether the wound is reducing in size, week by week, and whether the wound appears healthy. Dimensions of the wound may or may not be recorded.

However, recent developments in wound monitoring have, at last, enabled a more subjective assessment of the complex wound environment.

THE CHALLENGES OF TRAUMATIC WOUNDS

The successful treatment of traumatic wounds is probably the most challenging problem in surgery today. The primary purpose of the treatment of wounded patients is to save lives by preventing or arresting haemorrhage, allaying shock, and by preventing or controlling infection. The secondary purpose is to save the injured part and restore it as rapidly and as effectively as possible to normal function and appearance. To do this effectively, the blood supply must be optimised and any necrotic...
tissue must be removed as this can act as a focal point for bacteria. Contaminated and infected wounds are left open after debridement.

**Closure**

Knowing the appropriate time to close a traumatic wound is not only difficult, it can also be risky; closing too early can lead to regression of the wound and further tissue damage, while leaving the wound open exposes the patient to potential contamination and infection, as well as subjecting the patient to additional theatre visits, dressings, and in-patient stays.

Current practice relies heavily on the experience of the clinician, since there are few objective tests available to provide information on the underlying biochemistry and condition of the wound.

Traumatic wounds are particularly challenging due to their large size, the level of exudate they produce, and the level of contamination or damaged tissue present (Figure 1). The introduction of negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) has helped with the control of exudate and in the management of these wound types (St Mart et al, 2009). However, knowing when a wound is free of foreign material and has a low bioburden, or whether the underlying inflammatory process has resolved, is still problematic.

While these fundamental processes are ongoing, the wound contains elevated levels of inflammatory cytokines, free radicals and proteases, which create a hostile wound environment (Salim, 1991; Kirsner et al, 1993; Palolahti et al, 1993; Harris, et al, 1995). The presence of bacteria exacerbates this situation and amplifies what is already hostile and highly proteolytic environment (Davies et al, 2001). Until this proteolytic environment is dealt with, it is inappropriate to close the wound or to use a graft or synthetic scaffold/matrix due to wound dehiscence and/or degradation of the graft or scaffold being likely outcomes. Thus, premature wound closure can be detrimental to a successful clinical outcome.

**DIAGNOSTIC TESTS**

A diagnostic test that detects elevated levels of inflammatory-based protease activity in wound fluid could provide useful information about wound status and help provide direction to the clinician as regards when not to close a wound (World Union of Wound Healing Societies [WUWHS], 2008; Wounds UK, 2011).

Previous studies have shown that a multiplicity of proteases and mediators are involved in the inflammatory process and that these proteases not only interact with each other, but often act synergistically to degrade soft tissue components, such as collagen (Ferry et al, 1997; Medina et al, 2005; Meyer-Hoffert and Wiedow, 2011).

Consequently, to truly reflect the proteolytic state of the wound, it is necessary for a diagnostic test to measure the activity of multiple proteases, adding to the complexity of test development (Gibson et al, 2009). Furthermore, for the detection of elevated protease activity (EPA) levels to be clinically useful, the clinician needs to know the level above which protease activity is likely to impair wound healing and when interventions to modulate protease activity are most likely to prove beneficial (Serena et al, 2011; Snyder and Cullen, 2011).

*Protease test*

There is a protease status test available (WOUNDCHEK™ Protease Status; Systagenix) that acts as a point-of-care diagnostic test, developed to detect EPA in chronic wounds. The clinical verification of this test has determined the level at which these inflammatory proteases are detrimental to the wound-healing process, and has demonstrated that chronic wounds with EPA also have a 90% probability of nonhealing, unless an appropriate intervention is used (Serena et al, 2011).
While the prevalence of EPA in chronic nonhealing wounds was found to be approximately 28%, that prevalence will vary depending on the mixture of wound types being investigated (Harding et al, 2012). For example, healthcare settings with a higher incidence of inflammatory wounds, such as vasculitis or pyoderma gangrenosum, are likely to see a higher prevalence of EPA, and settings where advanced therapies are used extensively, particularly collagen/oxidised regenerated cellulose dressings, are likely to see a lower frequency of EPA. Further studies, however, are required to confirm the prevalence of EPA in nonhealing traumatic wounds.

The published data on the protease status diagnostic test also established that very few healing wounds had EPA, supporting the predictive nature of EPA with regard to nonhealing status (Serena et al, 2011). It is certainly true that the use of an easy-to-interpret, rapid, point-of-care diagnostic test, which is able to detect EPA, would enable clinicians to identify wounds with a high probability of nonhealing. This could, in turn, aid treatment decisions and facilitate the targeted use of appropriate therapies.

TREATMENT PLAN

If a traumatic wound was found to have elevated protease activity (EPA) then it would indicate that the wound was still inflamed and should not yet be closed. Furthermore, it would suggest to the clinician that the wound could potentially benefit from any of a combination of the following steps:
- Further debridement to remove foreign/necrotic material.
- Antibiotics/antimicrobials to help control the bacteria bioburden in the wound.
- Anti-protease/anti-inflammatory therapies to reduce the underlying inflammatory process.

If the wound has low protease activity, this would help the clinician confirm that the underlying inflammatory process was reduced to a level associated with healing progression or a decreased probability of nonhealing, such that, if appropriate, the wound could be closed.

Moisture content

One aspect of wound healing considered essential in modern clinical practice is the control of moisture in the wound bed. Moisture has long been noted as an essential part of the wound-healing environment (Bull et al, 1948; Winter, 1962; Hinman and Maibach, 1963).

Achieving the correct moisture level in the wound environment currently relies on good clinical judgement and appropriate dressing selection. It is a delicate balance — a wet wound environment introduces the possibility of maceration and wound decay, while an environment that is too dry will impede healing (Schultz et al, 2005).

The importance of moisture in the wound environment has seen it incorporated as a key aspect of clinical practice in concepts such as the TIME guidelines (WUWHS, 2007), which classifies the four main components of wound bed preparation as: Tissue management (T), Control of infection and inflammation (I), Moisture imbalance (M), and Advancement of the epithelial edge of the wound (E). TIME defines dressing moisture levels as dry, moist, wet, saturated, and leaking, to help guide exudate management in clinical practice.

However, these techniques rely on direct observation of the wound with the dressing removed and are somewhat subjective, depending on the skill and motivation of clinicians.

In 2009, a diagnostic sensor for moisture detection was introduced that allows clinicians to measure wound moisture without disturbing the dressing (McColl et al, 2009; Connolly et al, 2010).

This system (WoundSense: Ohmedics Ltd) (Figure 2) comprises a sterile moisture sensor that is placed on the wound before the dressing is added. The sensor can then be checked as required on a daily or more frequent basis through the use of a handheld meter.
The meter provides a moisture reading on a simple five-drop moisture scale where a reading of 1 means the dressing is very dry and 5 means the dressing is very wet. A reading of 3 signifies moisture and for most wounds indicates ideal moisture conditions for healing. The sensor measurement is based upon low current electrical impedance measurements, taken via a pair of silver chloride electrodes, which are printed on a flexible, biocompatible polymer. The electrode sensing area is covered by a porous, nonadherent layer, which allows moisture to contact the electrodes, but avoids electrode adherence to healing tissue.

The use of the sensor allows decisions about dressing changes to be made without disturbing the wound bed or opening a dressing unnecessarily, which increases the risk of infection. Also, many dressings rely on moisture to activate an antimicrobial agent (such as silver), and the ability of an external sensor to tell the clinician whether the dressing is too dry is very useful.

Similarly, the ability to detect when a dressing is too wet in heavily exuding wounds would help clinical decisions around the timing of dressing changes, as well as how to decide which dressing to use.

**CONCLUSION**

Until now, clinicians have been guided by their clinical instincts to determine which wounds are safe to close, and which dressings are appropriate for each wound. Although they usually make the correct decision, this is not always the case.

The new wound monitoring devices detailed in this article will provide the clinician with more information on which to base their decision-making, which can only be good for clinicians, healthcare providers and, most importantly of all, patients.
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